A common approach to statistical learning on big data is to randomly distribute it among m machines and calculate the parameter of interest by merging their m individual estimates. Two key questions related to this approach are: What is the optimal aggregation procedure, and what is the accuracy loss in comparison to centralized computation. We make several contributions to these questions, under the general framework of empirical risk minimization, a.k.a. M-estimation. As data is abundant, we assume the number of samples per machine, n, is large and study two asymptotic settings: one where n → ∞ but the number of estimated parameters p is fixed, and a second high-dimensional case where both p, n → ∞ with p/n → κ ∈ (0, 1). Our main results include asymptotically exact expressions for the loss incurred by splitting the data, where only bounds were previously available. These are derived independently of the learning algorithm. Consequently, under suitable assumptions in the fixed-p setting, averaging is firstorder equivalent to a centralized solution, and thus inherits statistical properties like efficiency and robustness. In the high-dimension setting, studied here for the first time in the context of parallelization, a qualitatively different behaviour appears. Parallelized computation generally incurs an accuracy loss, for which we derive a simple approximate formula. We conclude with several practical implications of our results.
Introduction
The Big Data era is characterized by unprecedented storage capacities alongside cheap data collection technologies. Contemporary examples include image collections, text corpora, social networks, customer databases, and astrophysical star atlases.
With the increase in data came the appetite for new scientific and business insights based on statistical models of great complexity, where the number of parameters may easily be comparable to the number of examples. The storage and analysis of this data can no longer be performed on a single machine. Elaborate machines and algorithms have been devised in order to satisfy this growing appetite. A sample of which can be found in [1] . Several of these technologies such as Map-Reduce [4] , Hadoop [17] , and Spark [20] have effectively become standards for handling big data.
Technologies such as Map-Reduce [4] allow learning in an "embarrassingly parallel" scheme, by which a model with p parameters is learned using N observations uniformly allocated over m machines, each having access to a random subset of n = N/m samples. Each machine then performs some computation on its subset of data and reports its result to a central node for merging. This parallelized learning framework is both simple to program and communication efficient: only a single round of communication is performed. It is restrictive in that machines do not communicate between themselves (see [18] for an overview of more general distributed learning technologies).
Approaches to (embarrassingly) parallelized learning can roughly be categorized into ones transmitting predictions, transmitting models, or transmitting gradients. Mcdonald et al. [11] consider the three approaches for the multinomial regression problem (a.k.a. the Conditional Maximum Entropy model). The averaging strategy we study in this paper is a model transmitting approach, advocated in [11] for striking the best balance between accuracy and communication. Referring to it as the Mixture Weight Method, Mcdonald et al. [11] are among the first to study the statistical aspects of parallelization, deriving finite sample error bounds [11, Theorem 3] . In a follow-up work Zinkevich et al. [22] studied an averaging strategy coupled with machine-wise stochastic gradient decent. They prove the convergence of their algorithm to the centralized solution. The statistical performance of the algorithm remains unspecified, but inherits all the properties of the centralized one.
The most complete contribution on the matter, generalizing previous ones, is that of Zhang et al. [21] . Under general conditions, and for arbitrary loss functions, the authors fully characterize the leading term of the M SE and the rates of higher order terms [21, Theorem 1] . They further propose several algorithmic improvements to the averaging strategy in order to cancel the second order term 1 in the M SE and to cut on the machine-wise run time.
Section 3 of this manuscript revisits the problem set by [21] and using classical statistical theory from the 1960's due to Huber and LeCam, we improve on the upper error bounds in [21] by deriving simple asymptotic equalities. These prove that under the conditions in [21] , if p/n → 0, then the averaging strategy agrees with a centralized solution in the leading error term both in rate and constants. Moreover, our proof technique generalizes to higher-than-first order terms. We use it to derive the exact second order constants, previously unspecified.
In Section 4 we take a novel look at parallelization in a high dimensional regime, where both the number of observations per machine and the complexity of a linear model grow proportionally, p, n → ∞ with p/n → κ ∈ (0, 1). Consistent with the common practices of modern day machine learning, this regime captures a setup where increasingly complicated models are considered as more data is accumulated. It is also a challenging regime in that machine-wise estimates are not only inconsistent, but in fact do not converge to deterministic quantities. Nevertheless, calling upon recent results in the statistical literature we are able to quantify the excess error due to the split data.
With mathematically precise statements appearing in Sections 3 and 4, our main results can be summarized as follows:
1. In the fixed-p fixed-m regime, as n → ∞, to leading order averaging over a fixed number of machines achieves the same statistical performance of a centralized solution. In particular, if the centralized solution enjoys properties such as efficiency or robustness, then so will the parallelized solution. This holds true even if each machine performs inexact yet sufficiently accurate optimization, possibly enabling further significant speedups.
2. In the p/n → κ ∈ (0, 1) regime, there is an accuracy loss due to the split data. We quantify it for linear models using a simple approximate formula. We find that for practical situations, this accuracy loss is moderate but increases linearly with the number of machines.
Immediate implications of our results are that splitting the data so that p/n is very small machinewise, incurs almost no statistical loss. On the other hand, if the model complexity is in the order of the number of samples, a moderate statistical loss is incurred, growing linearly with the number of machines but fortunately with a typically small multiplicative factor.
Problem Setup
We consider the following generic statistical learning framework: Let Z be a random variable defined on an instance space Z and having an unknown density p Z . Also, let the parameter space Θ ⊂ R p be an open convex subset of Euclidean space, and let f :
of the r.v. Z, our interest is to estimate θ 0 ∈ Θ that minimizes the population risk
In the following, it will be assumed that θ 0 exists in Θ and is unique. A standard approach, known as M-estimation or empirical-risk-minimization, is to instead find the valueθ N ∈ Θ that minimizes the empirical riskR
This general framework includes many common unsupervised and supervised learning tasks. In the latter the vector Z = (X, Y ) consists of both features X and labels Y . There is by now a well established theory providing conditions under whichθ N is a consistent estimator of θ 0 and detailing its finite sample deviation from θ 0 (e.g. [14] ).
In this paper we focus on a big-data setting, whereby the number of samples N is large so that the data is randomly allocated among m machines, each having access to a subset of size n := N/m of it. A typical approach in this distributed scenario is that each machine computes its own M-estimator and transmits it to a central node for further processing.
We denote byθ
n the j-th machine minimizer of Eq. (2) over its own observed data. In line with the Map-Reduce workflow, the central node aggregates these m estimates into a final one viâ
Perhaps the most common aggregation function is the average, for which we reserve the notation
We can now formalize our questions of interest: (i) How to choose a good g? (ii) What is the loss of accuracy,
Fixed p Regime
We first consider a setting with a fixed dimension and fixed number of machines, p, m fixed. As data is abundant we consider the asymptotic setting in which the number of observations per machines is large, particularly when compared to the model dimensions: n → ∞ and p/n → 0.
First Order Statistical Properties of Averaging
Focusing on the dominant leading error term, we show that averaging machine-wise estimates enjoys the same statistical properties as the centralized solution. Intuitively, when there are infinitely many observations per parameter, lim p/n = 0, it should come as no surprise than not much is lost by splitting the data over a finite number of machines. The following Theorem, proven in Appendix A, formalizes this intuition. Implications to estimation error, computational complexity, and robustness are provided as corollaries.
Theorem 1 (First Order Equivalence). Assuming:
A1θ n is consistent:
A2 R(θ) admits a second order Taylor expansion at θ 0 with non singular Hessian V θ0 .
A5θ n is a sequence of (almost) risk minimizers with slack vanishing faster than n −1 :
If follows that as n → ∞, with p fixed, and any norm
Recall that in typical finite-dimensional parametric estimation problems, the leading error term is
. We say that two estimatorŝ θ n andθ ′ n are first order equivalent if ξ n and ξ ′ n have the same distribution. Eq. (3) directly implies the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The averaged estimatorθ is first order equivalent to the centralized solution.
This corollary has interesting implications regarding the optimality ofθ. Indeed, recall that common notions of optimality, such as Best Regular and Local Minimax are concerned only with the leading order error term. Hence, if the centralized estimatorθ N is optimal w.r.t. to one of these criteria, from Eq. (3) it readily follows that so is the averaged distributed estimateθ. A notable example, also discussed in Corollary 3 of [21] , is when the loss function is equal to minus the log-likelihood. In this case, the centralized solution, being the maximum-likelihood estimate of θ 0 is optimal in several distinct senses [19, Chapter 8] . Eq. (3) implies thatθ is optimal as well and the factor 1 in Eq.(3) unimprovable. Moreover, if robustness is a concern, then it should be dealt with at the individual machine level, and not at the aggregation level. Under our conditions, taking g to be the median of the m machine estimates in fact yields a less accurate estimate with a higher variance first order error term as compared to the simple average.
Remark 1.
In the context of centralized learning, both Bottou and Bousquet [3] and Shalev-Shwartz and Srebro [15] , among others, considered possible speedups in the big data regime. Their main observation is that it is not required to find the exact minimizerθ N of the empirical riskR N (θ) to a great accuracy, but in fact only up to a slack ρ(n) which satisfies n ∼ p ρ log 1 ρ . As discussed by these authors, such approximate minimizations can lead to great computational savings.
In our parallelized setting, applying these approximate minimizations machine-wise satisfies Assumption (A5) of our Theorem 1. Hence, Eq. (3) continues to hold and so the speedup of paralellization can be further augmented without sacrificing statistical accuracy. Put differently, in our parallelized scenario, each individual machine can compute only a o P (n −1 ) approximate minimizer ofR n (θ), and the first order equivalence ofθ toθ N will continue to hold.
In this context, we note that the SGDAVGM algorithm proposed in [21, Section 3.4] also follows a similar motivation, yet without a proof that it achieves the first order equivalence to a centralized solution.
Scope of Theorem 1
The problems of interest covered by Theorem 1 are quite broad. Assuming predictors are not colinear, relevant examples include: Supervised regression with l 2 , Huber, or log likelihood loss; Supervised quantile regression with continuous predictors; Supervised classification where P (Y = 0|X) = Ψ(X ′ θ) for any smooth Ψ and l 2 , log likelihood or Huberized Hinge loss 2 ; SVM classification (Hinge loss) with continuous predictors; Unsupervised learning of location, scale and other parameters which can be expressed as population risk minimizers.
Several learning problems, however, are not covered by Theorem 1. These include loss functions which include a regularization term that depends on the sample size as in [16, Section 4.3] , and non differentiable loss with discrete predictors where θ 0 may not be unique so that the minimization problem is not well posed. Also not covered is the n < p regime in which Shamir et al. [16] have observed that the averaging strategy (referred to as One Shot Averaging) might be unboundadly worse than a centralized solution. Shamir et al. [16] thus advocate a multi-round gradient sharing algorithm (DANE) which remedies this undesirable behaviour.
Second Order Terms
Given thatθ andθ N are O P (n −1/2 ) equivalent, it is interesting to understand at what higher order error terms they differ? Denoting by ξ (n) −α ; α = {1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . } the O P (n −α ) error term inθ n , and adding appropriate assumptions, an M-estimator admits a second order expansion
The following theorem, proven in Appendix B, shows thatθ N andθ differ in the ξ 
B4 Local consistency of differentials:
∇ 2R n (θ) − V θ0 ∞ = o P (1), and ∇ 3R n (θ) − W θ0 ∞ = o P (1) for θ in an o P (1) neighborhood of θ 0 . B5 Pointwise n −1/2 rates: ∇R n (θ 0 ) ∞ = O P (n −1/2 ); ∇ 2R n (θ 0 ) − V θ0 ∞ = O P (n −1/2 ); ∇ 3R n (θ 0 ) − W θ0 ∞ = O P (n −1/2 ).
B6 Equicontinuity of the third derivative: (∇
It follows that as n → ∞,θ
where
2 A smooth version of the Huber loss [13] . Eq. (5) in general implies thatθ is second order inefficient. The vector Γ 2 captures the inefficiency due to the error in estimating the Hessian V θ0 . A centralized solver has a better estimate of the population Hessian than the parallelized machines. This suggests that by allowing the machines to share their Hessians, this term may be cancelled. The DDPCA algorithm of [12] , which transfer parts of the inverse Hessian between machines seems consistent with this observation. The vector Γ 3 captures the departure of the population risk from a quadratic form. In some cases this term may vanish, for example for a linear model with squared loss.
High-Dimensional Regime
The availability of huge amounts of data allows the construction of increasingly complex models.
In particular, the number of parameters may be so large that, in a parallelized scenario, it may be comparable to the number of samples per machine. As already noted by Huber [9] , the fixed-p asymptotic analysis of the previous section is inapplicable in this setup in that it under-estimates the accuracy loss due to splitting the data. If p is smaller but comparable to n, a more appropriate asymptotic analysis is a high dimensional one, in which n, p → ∞ and lim p/n = κ ∈ (0, 1). Currently, and to the best of our knowledge, there is still no general theory for the behavior of Mestimators is this regime. We thus gain our insight from supervised linear models for which only recently the appropriate theory has been developed.
We assume the random variable Z = (X, Y ) consists of a vector of predictor variables (X ∈ R p ) and a scalar response variable (Y ∈ R). Further, we assume:
ǫ is a noise random variable with mean 0, a finite second moment, and independent of X i ; [C4] the loss f (Z, θ) = f (Y − X ′ θ) is smooth and strongly convex.
Under the above conditions, the definitions of Section 2 become
Our interest is thus to understand the behavior ofθ N − θ 0 andθ − θ 0 forθ := g θ
n , . . . , θ (m) n and whether the average is an optimal aggregator. To this end, we appeal to recent results by Donoho and Montanari [5] and El Karoui et al. [7] . These authors show that under conditions [C1]-[C4], as p, n → ∞ with p/n → κ ∈ (0, 1),
where ξ ∼ N (0, 1/p) and, as detailed below, r(κ) is a deterministic quantity that depends on κ, on the loss function f and on the noise distribution of ǫ.
From Eq. (6) it follows that the mean squared error of a centralized solution is
In contrast, upon averaging the estimators of m machines, we obtain
By comparing Eq. (7) and Eq.(8), the accuracy loss of parallelization compared to a centralized estimation is thus given by M SE(θ, θ 0 )
Using perturbation analysis 3 , and denoting by f i := ∂ i ∂t i f (t) the i-th derivative of the loss function, we can characterize the behaviour of Eq.(9) as κ and m vary. Proofs are provided in Appendix C.
Lemma 1. Assume [C1]-[C4] hold, then as
and
Remark 2. For simplicity of stating our results we followed the assumptions in [5, Theorem 4.1] . However, many of these can be relaxed. A more relaxed set of assumptions is provided in [6] with a discussion of possible future relaxations. In particular: X i need not be Gaussian provided that it is asymptotically orthogonal and exponentially concentrating; f need not be strongly convex nor infinitely differentiable and an interplay is possible between assumptions on the tail mass of ǫ and f 1 . Note however, that for our perturbation analysis to hold, the loss should be at least 6 times differentiable with bounded 6th derivative.
Remark 3.
There are cases where Eq. (9) can be solved directly, without recurring to Eq.(10). The first is the case of least squares loss in which Wishart theory gives r 2 (κ) =
We can use it to validate our approximations. A second order Taylor approximation of the exact result yields r 1 = σ 2 and r 2 = σ 2 which is also the output of Eq. (10) . A second case it that of the l 1 loss with Gaussian errors derived by El Karoui. Using a second order Taylor expansion of the closed form solution in [8, Page 3] we have that r 2 /r 1 = 0.904 which is the exact same value we derive with Eq.(10).
Typical Accuracy Losses
In classical scenarios where κ → 0 Eq. (10) is consistent with the results of Section 3 in that splitting the data has no (first order) cost when κ → 0. In practical high dimensional scenarios, for instance where the practitioner applies the "no less than five observations per parameter" rule of thumb [9] , the resulting value of κ is at most 0.2. The accuracy loss of splitting the data is thus small provided that the ratio r 2 /r 1 is small. As shown in Table 1 
Implications
Not surprisingly, and unlike the fixed p regime, splitting the data when there are finitely many observations per parameter takes its accuracy toll. The degradation in accuracy due to splitting can be quantified even though the problem does not admit a consistent estimator, nor do estimators converge to deterministic quantities. For realistic applications, where κ < 0.2 and r 2 /r 1 is roughly around 1, then the excess error due to the split data is (roughly) no larger than 20%.
We further note that averaging is the optimal aggregation strategy over all possible aggregating functions. From Eq.(6) we have that asymptoticallyθ (j) n ∼ N (θ 0 , ζ) for j = 1, . . . , m. Aggregation is thus merely the estimation of a Gaussian location parameter given m i.i.d. samples, for which the average is optimal in many senses [19, Section 8.4 ]. This observation holds whenever ζ is independent of θ 0 , so that this observation carries to linear models in the fixed-p regime mutatis mutandis.
On the matter of choosing the number of machines we conclude that if the size of the data is fixed beforehand, the accuracy loss factor grows linearly with m as 1 + p/N (m − 1). Less machines are trivially better but if κ is kept small, this cost is moderate. Smaller than 20% for more than 5 samples per parameter being our rule of thumb.
Supplementary Information

A Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Under assumptions A1-A5, classical statistical theory guarantees that in each machineθ (j) n convergence in probability to θ 0 at rate n −1/2 . Moreover, the leading error term is linear in ∇f (Z, θ) θ=θ0 [19, Theorem 5 .23]:
Applying this representation to the machine-wise estimateθ Similarly, applying Eq. (13) to the centralized solution:
Eq.(3) now follows.
B Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. According to [10, Lemma 2.1]
where W θ = ∂ 3 ∂θ 3 R(θ) is the third derivative tensor. By tensor contraction ∀x, y ∈ R p : W θ (x, y) is a linear form in R p .
By using these results for bothθ N andθ, the first order error terms cancel, and the rest is rearranging.
C Proof of Lemma 1
In line with [8] and [5] , the understanding of the behaviour of r(κ) requires some more definitions: 
where averaging operator in Eqs. (15)- (16) is with respect to the random variable ξ ǫ .
Our purpose is thus to study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of this set of equations as κ → 0.
To this end we note that for κ = 0, r(0) = 0 and similarly c(f, 0) = 0 [7, Section 4.3].
We first study the behaviour of the proximal operator prox c (z) for small values of c. 
